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Alipov P. A., Sofjin D. M. All Russia Scientific Conference of Young Scientists, PostGraduate Students and Students “Russia and World at the End of XIXth Century and at the Beginning of XXth Century” (Perm, 2008–2010)
Authors represent the analyzing of three All Russia scientific conferences of young scientists
“Russia and World at the End of XIXth Century and at the Beginning of XXth Century” which took
place at Perm State University in 2008–2010.
Key words: conference, science, young scientists, history of Russia, general history.
Korotkova M. N. The review of book “The Radical Critique of Liberalism: In Memory of
a Vision” by Toula Nicolacoloulos
This article is the review of book Toula Nicolacoloulos The Radical Critique of Liberalism: In
Memory of a Vision. Melbourne: Re- press, 2008. In work the new methodological approach critical
reconstructionism, offered by the author for criticism of the liberal theory is analyzed. The positive
and negative moments of the given methodology on concrete examples are marked.
Key words: methodology, critical reconstructionism, liberal thought, the radical criticism of liberalism, communitarism, individualism, categories private and public.
Lyakhin E. V. Ethnogenesis Alamanni
Ethnogenesis alamanni stemmed over a century. People who lived a nomadic way and was capable only, co-executors of the predatory raids, organized into a pleporary alliance, headed by each of
the tribes was a Tsar. Appearance tribal alliance also contributed to advances in agriculture German
society. Emergence union alamanni was the beginning of the Great Migration.
Key words: Tribal union, the growth of productive forces, Agri Decumates, the squad and the
king.
Makarova N. N. “They do not supply goods, they just jeer at us…”: the Procurement System of Magnitogorsk in 1929–1935
The article deals with everyday practices of the citizens of Magnitogorsk in the procument system. The author gives a comprehensive survey of the nutritional status of the citizens of Magnitogorsk
and reveals the procument system mechanism during the years of the first and partially the second
five-year plans based on information from a wide range of sources. In the article you can also find
how the citizens of Magnitogorsk estimated the procument system. The following sources of information are used in the article: the materials from central and regional archives and oral evidences of the
old residents of Magnitogorsk.
Key words: supply, the history of everyday life, local history, oral history, Magnitogorsk.
Oborina E. A. “Proletarian” tourism 1920 – the middle of 1950th as the welfare phenomenon
The phenomenon of “proletarian tourism” is unique and specific to the Soviet state. The working class appeared as the basic owner of the rights to advantages of a socialist system, including the
sphere of leisure. A distinctive feature of “proletarian tourism” was concentration of participants on
performance of problems of the state importance.
Key words: History of tourism, “proletarian tourism”, daily occurrence, Stalinism, the Soviet
society, working class.
Pereskokov M. L. The basic results and problems of studying of monuments of the ending
of the early Iron Age in Perm region
The historiography sketch of studying of monuments of the ending of the early Iron Age of
Perm region is presented, key problems on the given problematic in a context of new archeological
materials are analyzed.
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Key words: the early Iron Age, Glyadenovskaya culture, Kharino time, the early Middle Ages,
an epoch of great resettlement of people.
Smetanin A. V. From the East comes the light, or Professor Goody sense of guilt
There is a review on “The Theft of History” by English anthropologist and historian Jack
Goody. The polemical point of the author’s view at questions of a universality of historical process
and intercultural interaction is reported there. Anti- eurocentrism theory of Goody is investigated, too.
Key words: eurocentrism, oriental studies, historiography.
Spasova L. P. Magnitostroi and Arthur G. McKee Co.: the Conflict of Business Cultures
The article deals with one of the most controversial examples of relationships between Soviet
enterprises and foreign companies during the first five-year plans: Magnitostroi and Arthur G. McKee
Co. The representatives of Magnitostroi accused Arthur G. McKee Co. of the incompetence and the
disruption of the schedule of designing, on the one hand. And the representatives of Arthur G. McKee
Co. accused Soviet engineers of the adventurism, on the other hand. But the reason of the mutual accusations is the conflict between different business cultures.
Key words: Foreign specialists in USSR, Magnitostroi, Industrialization, The first five-year
plan, Arthur G. McKee Co., Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works, Foreign technical experience.
Vakhrameeva E. E. Foreign travelers’ stereotypes of perception of Muscovy state in seventeenth century
Clouse is devoted to exploration of mechanism of forming foreign travelers’ stereotypes of perception of Muscovy state in seventeenth century. Our intend is to find different connotations of category “barbarism” in European travelers’ notes.
Key words: The history of Russia of the XVII century, Europeanism, “barbarism”, stereotype,
communication, phenomenon.
Volegov V. S. Provincial Official of Judicial Department on a Boundary of the XIX–XX
centuries
The author analyzes a social portrait of judicial department’s official of the Perm province living on a boundary of the XIX–XX centuries.
Key words: the provincial official, the Perm district court, judicial reform of 1864, a social portrait.
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